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CRISIS COMPLEX: PATHOLOGIES OF THE PRESENT
by Laura McLean and Sumugan Sivanesan

Climate Change, Global Financial Crisis, Fukushima, The War on Terror,
Christchurch, Stop the Boats, The Arab Spring, Wikileaks, and Occupy –
all are terms that pinpoint a mosaic of shared experiences which have
shaped recent thinking.
The resources boom that has kept Australia afloat during economic
shit-storms elsewhere has also raised suspicions of the overarching
influence of multinational mining interests on government.
The drive to financialise ecology has lead to ‘innovations’, such
as taxing carbon and emissions trading, which fail to account for
environmental degradation. Unlike traditional commodities, emissions
degrade complex and regionally specific systems of bioforms and
processes. The effects of climate change are non-transferable.
Meanwhile, over a decade’s worth of deliberation on border policy
has been co-opted by reality television. It’s possible that a whirlwind
armchair tour of an ‘authentic refugee experience’ might prompt a
sympathetic viewer response, but does it simply default to a position
of inaction? Crisis in this context could be seen as something that has
lit up the popular imagination – undoubtedly lived and real for some
– but in this little pocket of the overdeveloped world, a useful fantasy
that effectively maintains the status quo.
Mark Fisher in his social analysis of the present, Capitalist Realism:
Is There No Alternative?, begins with an observation attributed
to Frederic Jameson and Slavoj Zizek, ‘it’s easier to imagine
the end of the world than the end of capitalism.’1 Let’s suppose
that neoliberal interests influence not only global political and
economic decisions, but also play an invisible role in our social
lives and personal relationships and might soon control the very
air we breathe! Is there no alternative? How then do we stage a
critique of neoliberal values if we are already wholly complicit?
1 Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative? Zero Books 2009 (p. 9)

Crisis Complex, the exhibition and public program, sets the stage for
a collective inquiry into ‘crisis’ as a social and psychological condition
as well as a complex of structural, relational and planetary forces.
It charts a fascination with the conditions of the present, and thinks
through methods of refiguring futures, provoking a consideration of the
temporality, geography, and subjectivity of ends and new beginnings.
Jean Baudrillard has argued that the Apocalypse is finished, ‘today
it is the precession of the neutral, of forms of the neutral and of
indifference...’
… All that remains is the fascination for desert-like and indifferent
forms, for the very operation of the system that annihilates us.
Now, fascination (in contrast to seduction, which was attached
to appearances, and to dialectical reason, which was attached to
meaning) is a nihilistic passion par excellence, it is the passion
proper to the mode of disappearance. We are fascinated by all forms
of disappearance, of our disappearance. Melancholic and fascinated,
such is our general situation in an era of involuntary transparency.2
Popular superstition conflates the Apocalypse with the end of the
Maya Long Count calendar, and a once-in-twenty-six-thousand-years
alignment of the planets on December 21 (21-12-12). This astronomical
phenomenon recalls Lars Von Trier’s Melancholia (2011), a film in which
a personal crisis that foments a wedding disaster precedes a planetary
crisis and the ultimate disaster fantasy – the end of the world. After
sitting through the film’s earth-shattering climax, the renowned critic
J. Hoberman noted he felt ‘light, rejuvenated and unconscionably
happy,’3 perhaps the afterglow of having experienced the entire
consensual fiction of Western bourgeois society blown to oblivion once
and for all?

2 Jean Baudrillard ‘On Nihilism’ Simulacra and Simulation The University of
Michigan Press 1994 (p.159)
3 J. Hoberman ‘Cannes 2011: Lars Von Trier’s Melancholia. Wow.’ Village Voice
18 May 2011.

Marco Cuevas-Hewitt uses the term ‘subversive multiplicity’4
to describe emergent forms of politics that alter the structure
and conditions in which they operate. He rejects the dialectical
requirement of negation as a prerequisite to dismantling the
social schema of disavowal but compliance. This strategy can
be observed in the social-biological-political phenomena of
autonomous movements such as the Zapatistas, the Indignado,
the London student protests, Rise refugees, the Aboriginal
Tent Embassy and Occupy, amongst others. Accounting for the
affinities and overlaps that occur between these seemingly
specific struggles, we can understand them as a proliferation – a
multiplicity – of interconnected multidimensional movements that
continually renegotiate the ways in which they constitute as well
as break down the neoliberal apparatus.
Crisis Complex might then also be experienced as a multiplicity of
ideas, objects, affects and associations that we have gathered to
make a claim for art’s autonomy.
Artworks
Tony Garifalakis summons a striking analogy with a suite of
customised denim and leather vests that out the UN, the EU
and NATO amongst the supranational architects of neoliberalism.
Based on the New World Order conspiracy theory that a secretive
and powerful group is conspiring to rule the world through an
authoritarian one-world government, The Filthy Few (2010–12)
conflates the logos of the one percent ruling elite with the
markings of outlaw bikers, the other ‘one percenters’.
Edgar Cobián’s Sin Título (2010) are drawings of revolutionary
and consumer icons through the ages reversed out, like the
imprint on the Shroud of Turin, from the red and black diagonals of
anarchist flags. Laboriously rendered with permanent markers onto
4 Marco Cuevas-Hewitt from a draft chapter Subversive Multiplicity and the Rise of
the Post-Left 2012, for a forthcoming book on ‘Rethinking Resistance’

fine-grained sheets used for legal documents, they recollect
syndicalist ideals recycled as paper thin pop-politics, striking
an unusual balance between obsessive idealism and its inevitable
disintegration.
Joaquin Segura also displays a sophisticated sarcasm towards
past ideologies. The books photographed for the series The
Definitive Reader for a Botched Revolution (2011) appear side on,
their covers barely discernable. With their contents negated their
representation thus becomes a banal index of once-incendiary
ideas. An exposé of US Cold War protocols in the event of a nuclear
attack is re-cast in gaudy ceramic as Things Left Unsaid (But Not
Forgotten) #1 (2011), a previous era’s end-of-the-world scenario
hermetically sealed in kitsch.
Adam Norton’s Generic Escape Capsule (2005) is a self-contained
survival unit for the home. In the event of domestic disasters or
personal catastrophes it facilitates a lone retreat into the closet
where one can remain for up to two weeks. As well as a supply of
food and water it features a built-in kitchen, amenities and a handy
periscope allowing the occupant to survey the world outside.
Carla Cescon’s survivalism, on the other hand, takes a
techno-spiritual turn, tuning into signals of life in the airwaves.
Equipped with scavenged tools and cracked communication
technologies, Panic Button (2012) is a beacon and a resource.
Bringing a sense of festivity to affairs, Cescon will give away
showbags for those that remain at the turning of worlds.
Lise Hoveson and Javier Rodriguez play purposefully with
the everyday occult in Mystic Thinking (2012). By reframing the
words of philosophers, theorists, and politicians as newspaper
horoscopes they undermine our irrational faith in these seemingly
rational ideas, revealing them as just another series of prefigured
systems of belief.

Ella Barclay’s Ebb (2012) suspends tanks of dry ice, snaking cables
and flashing lights, hinting at a fascination with techno-sorcery and
the sublime potential of the consumer electronics that populate
post-internet life.
The Otolith Group reveals the more sinister aspects of technological
submission in their video Anathema (2011), in which they reflect on a
culture inseparable from touch screen technology. Postulating on the
sentience of liquid crystal technology, they remediate communicative
capitalism as a kind of possession, with a counterspell that ‘gives
back seduction to seduction.’5
Francesca Heinz resists corporeal objectification and
commodification through the enactment of personal sovereignty in
Zero’s End: Part Four (2012). This video combines documentation
of a performance with a fictional subtext, and connects cosmetic
transformation with a cathartic masochism.
Heidi Axelsen and Hugo Moline consider what we hold in common
for Signs of Survival (2012). Over tea brewed from wild fennel that
thrives along the city’s green corridors, they will swap ‘stories of
survival’ with locals and passersby at various sites around the city.
Hand-painted excerpts from these stories as miniature billboards
proclaiming moments of hope, resilience and triumph will then be
returned to various ‘sites-of-fennel’ located across the city.
Future generations are the concern of Takayuki Yamamoto, whose
workshops for school children encourage them to develop imaginary
tools to confound rigid institutionalised thinking. His fortune telling
workshops, Telling Your Future (2011-ongoing) help children devise
their own divining techniques to determine the fates of others.
Jeffrey Lee is also concerned with future generations. In his
collaboration Koongarra (2010 & 2012) with theweathergroup_U, the
5 Discussion of Anathema by the Otolith Group after screening at no.w.here gallery,
London, 2 April 2012

last member of the Djok clan reflects on his long struggle to protect
his traditional land from multinational mining interests, a battle that
pitches industry sovereignty against indigenous sovereignty.
Cross Border Collective address the recent Indigenous Passport
Ceremonies in a forum that asks what other forms of sovereignty
might look like. Theses ceremonies undermine the authority of
state-issued passports as documents that finally determine
questions of inclusion and exclusion.
It’s Complicated
These works map concepts and objects that overlap, amplify,
re-occur and cancel out – Cold War paranoia, neoliberal conspiracy
theory, Armageddon, technological salvation, New Age superstition,
failed ideologies, survivalism and sovereignty. They say ‘we are in
fear, we are bound, we have a choice, we are always complicit, there
is no outside nor an alternative, we are outside and have no agency.’
These are the pathologies of the present.
The cure of simply enacting another future is contradicted by the
crisis of not having the time or means to imagine another future,
further complicated by the belief – in conspiracy, superstition or
the hard facts of science – that we may not have a future anymore.
Faith in the supernatural is no different from faith in the
supranational, and so we claim art’s autonomy as a useful fantasy,
an endless fascination, and a useless attempt to alter the structure
and conditions in which we operate.
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35TH SESSION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE, PARIS
KAKADU WORLD HERITAGE AREA – AUSTRALIA
Statement by Mr Jeffrey Lee, senior traditional owner of the
Djok (Gundjeihmi) clan, to the World Heritage Committee
Gundjeihmi
Ngaye nga-djare manjbun ngudberre nawu ngurri-worhnan World Heritage
Committee bu ngurri-ngeinameng gun-red ngarduk gure World Heritage List.
Manjbun bu ngurri-wokdi anekke-gen dja gamak gandi-bekkang gun-wok
ngarduk. Nga-djalmadbom gun-guyeng dja nga-njilngmak bu nga-bekkan
wanjh gandi-bidyigarrme ba garri-djarrkbolknahnan.
Barri-gukbulerri nawu gun-mogurrgurrbuiga gure Kakadu yiman ga-yime barriMirarr ngandi-bidyigarrme rouk, dja Gundjeihmi Aboriginal Corporation warridj,
nawu bolkkime garrim-djarrkwam gonhda.
Ngaye nga-djare nawu an-garre ngadberre, gun-red, an-me, gun-dulk, gukku gure
Gun. garr ga-djaldi munguih-munguih yiman ga-yime gerrngehgen bu bolkyibolkyimi gun-gare bu nagorngumo dja mawahmawa ngarduk ngandi-yibolkbawong.
Bu garri-bolkngeiname gure World Heritage wanjh ga-mak garri-bolknahnan
munguiyh-munguiyh.
English
I would like to thank the World Heritage Committee for inscribing Koongarra,
my country, on the World Heritage List. Thank you for talking about this and
for listening to my words. I have waited a very long time for this to happen and
it comes as a very happy feeling for me to see all of us looking after this place.
I am supported by all the Bininj clans of Kakadu and most particularly by
neighbouring clans such as the Mirarr People, through their representative
body the Gundjeihmi Aboriginal Corporation, representatives of which are
here with me at this meeting.
I want to ensure that the traditional laws, customs, sites, bush tucker, trees,
plants and water at Koongarra stay the same as when they were passed on
to me by my father and great-grandfather. Inscribing the land at Koongarra as
World Heritage is an important step in making this protection lasting and real.
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Crisis Complex: text in three parts, out of time
by Eleanor Ivory Weber

Prelude (excerpted from RaddestRightNow.blogspot.com)
I stumbled across H.G. Wells’ short story The Red Room from 1894
a few months ago, at random, when I searched the words ‘red’ and
‘room’ on the internet, probably because I often like rooms that are
red. Henri Matisse painted a beautiful one in 1908.
(Ir)rationales behind, internet searches aside, I already had a mild
interest in Wells, notably via his almost-namesake, director and
actor Orson Welles and that man’s infamous radio play, The War of
the Worlds. The radio drama was based on Wells’ sci-fi novel of the
same name from 1898, which was aired in revised form by Welles for
American radio on 30 October 1938, via the Columbia Broadcasting
System.
The story, as the Hollywood movie starring Tom Cruise would
suggest, is essentially about the Earth being taken over by aliens.
As Welles’ drama was aired in a newsreel format and coincided with
mounting fears about WWII it caused mass panic, with many people
in the northeast of the USA and in Canada actually fleeing their
homes.
World wars per se aside, The Red Room deals in what is potentially
the root of many conflicts: fear. The red room in Wells’ story comes
to represent those conditions or mind-sets in which we allow fear to
perpetuate itself, growing inside the system/mind and poisoning all
other faculties. As the protagonist of Wells’ story exclaims at the end:
‘The worst of all the things that haunt poor mortal men,’ said I;
‘and that is, in all its nakedness –“Fear!” Fear that will not have
light nor sound, that will not bear with reason, that deafens and
darkens and overwhelms. It followed me through the corridor, it
fought against me in the room—’

Elegy (or jeremiad1)
To be read fast, out loud, as a rap slash rally cry for those still
game enough to cry, and more, those brave enough to ask why
they cry, and for those who just can’t help it.
This is an unashamed appropriation, co-optation, violation,
simulation, recreation, ossification, incantation, deliberation.
A text written by others to which I affix my name, what people
call me. It is an invocation for and of others, because I want to
say something but feel I do not have the voice. Or I do not have
the words, or words themselves are the problem. Maybe none
of us has the voice or the words (did we ever? did someone
steal them, or are they lurking somewhere in disguise?). And
so to say something means necessarily to invoke the noise of
others; in all its absurdity and clarity, its beauty and horror. So
you will excuse me in advance when this doesn’t seem coherent
or cogent – I am not, and probably neither are you or they.
Maybe that is just a cop-out but, frankly, if the question is about
crisis, how are we supposed to say anything? When we are in it and
defined by it and producing it? What are we supposed to do when
this is what we have to deal with? You know what I mean or you will
soon. These words exist though they say not what they intend. Just
one example, you will find them everywhere once you look:
We can take immense heart from knowing that even the massive
resources of a global industry cannot buy government policy or
High Court decisions.2
1 Thanks to Laura McLean who made me aware of this term, ‘jeremiad’, via
Marco Cuevas-Hewitt’s essay ‘Towards a Futurology of the Present: Notes on
Writing, Movement, and Time’, The Journal of Aesthetics and Protest #8, 2011-12.
2 Chief executive of the Public Health Association of Australia, Michael Moore, to
Sydney Morning Herald health correspondent, Mark Metherell, 15 August 2012
(‘Big tobacco loses High Court battle over plain packaging’, The Sydney Morning
Herald).

We have to reacquaint, reinvent, rediscover what words are and do
in order to use them properly and for our own. Or rather we have to
acquaint, invent and discover new ones and not simply modify the
old. So that to cite would mean something else (but of course I shall
cite and liberally so, I’m of the old school, don’t forget), and phrasing
and proposing would be done differently – honestly not cynically
(what am I offering you? probably nothing).
Ideally, this would mean eventually I could actually say something;
I would have the voice. And we would all have it. And to speak and
write and make art of the crisis would no longer be a contradiction
in terms.
We have been told that contradictions are good and necessary
these days, even revolutionary (!), that everything is somehow
dialectic, or whatever it is called. They say we need to maintain
‘resilience’ and ‘embrace the contradictions’, even to the extent
that our identities are defined by them! Can you believe it? This is
what we have left to hope for – that we can sufficiently adapt our
bodies and minds to a state of bare tolerability of the mounting
pressure, all in order to merely maintain the status quo? So that
the world will continue as it is.
Fuck that, I am sick of not living what I believe because there is a
tacit agreement that we will continue to suppress the questions,
ignore the signs and keep our mouths, eyes and minds shut. An
agreement that says it is too hard to learn a new way of speaking
and writing, too hard to create a voice of our own.
It is certain the only thing in my way is fear – and until I get over
that fear the only words I will have to use are other people’s,
the ones that have been designed for me, the ones that maintain
the crisis and the denial that are the bedfellows of our life. Fear
maintains my self-referential monotony, our collective and silent
melancholy and, as a result, the structurally-necessary agony.
Monotony. Melancholy. Agony. These aren’t my words, but they

have a nice ring to them and I think you’ll know what I mean.
There is a reason why anxiety is rampant: crisis-in-the-systemrepression-to-the-max! If you want a citation, try Mark Fisher:
The attitude of ironic distance proper to postmodern capitalism
is supposed to immunize us against the seductions of fanaticism.
Lowering our expectations, we are told, is a small price to pay for
being protected from terror and totalitarianism.3
And later:
The current ruling ontology denies any possibility of a social
causation of mental illness. The chemico-biologization of mental
illness is of course strictly commensurate with its depoliticization.4
To be clear, when I talk about the crisis I am talking about
everything (because, don’t forget, now everything is connected).
The academy, this Word document, the gallery, artworks, work
full-stop, the computer I am attached to most of my waking hours,
the feeling of time escaping, the feeling of too much choice and
resultant paralysation, the sense of running ever faster with no
destination, the repression of people based on race, gender (yes,
feminism is not finished, duh!), nationality, sexuality, etc. I’m talking
about the destruction of Earth by humans and the emergency
politics we have to live under; I am talking about phony democracy
and ill-veiled dictatorships; I’m talking about surveillance states
and endless databases of bureaucracy, I’m talking about the
obsolescence of public space; the privatisation of everything.
But most of all I’m talking about the rule of money. And I’m talking
about the fact that everything I say just sounds like a cliché because
it was already predetermined, and of course all I can do is whine in
my ventriloquist-doll body, because we don’t know how else to move
except in this knee-jerk regurgitation-appropriation mode.
3 Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative? Zero Books 2009 (p. 5)
4 Ibid. (p. 37)

Now I am anxious that you will think I’m a bore and depressive.
So I will work hard to convince you otherwise, because really all this
negativity is just part of my charm. Believe me now; this is me trying
really hard to say that actually I am an optimist! I really do love life
and the world! I do. That is not irony, veiled or otherwise. It just feels
a bit hopeless sometimes.
Maybe I should have written something that cites people in the
right way, makes the correct references and elaborates the concepts
properly. One that talks mostly about the artists being able to
examine the complexities of a troubled world by embracing and at
the same time criticising their own implication in a system that at
once defines and alienates them, while exposing the harsh reality of
a global configuration on the brink of collapse that could, in fact, be
the same one that allows for an opening-up to new experiences and
potentialities of existence?5
This above version would essentially explain how there is ‘potential’
even in the quagmire of hell.
Here’s me saying there is not, and never will be, any such potential
while there is so much fear. Mass-produced fear and loathing. That is
someone else’s words, I’m sure.
But is it really hopeless? Don’t let me believe it. Is it really simply a
choice between denial or nihil? And if so, which should we choose?
Choose! Crisis Complex!
The crisis is the inability of envisioning a viable alternative – any
other way, any other voice. The crisis is the persistent denial that the
system in which we live is fundamentally and irreversibly defunct.
This is the mind-set that produces words like these above, a mind-set
of denial. I am constantly trying to get out, not ‘get stuck’, escape;
I am constantly waiting for life to start. And what I suspect I mean
5 See Alix Rule & David Levine, ‘International Art English’, Triple Canopy, Issue 16,
30 July 2012

by that is that I am waiting for the words that will finally allow me to
escape the crisis of denial. Problem being that waiting is nihil and
escape is denial. So how to word it anew?
There is no ‘clash of civilizations.’ There is a clinically dead
civilization kept alive by all sorts of life-support machines that
spread a peculiar plague into the planet’s atmosphere. At this
point it can no longer believe in a single one of its own ‘values’,
and any affirmation of them is considered an impudent act,
a provocation that should and must be taken apart, deconstructed,
and returned to a state of doubt. Today Western imperialism is
the imperialism of relativism, of the ‘it all depends on your point
of view’; it’s the eye-rolling or the wounded indignation at anyone
who’s stupid, primitive, or presumptuous enough to still believe in
something, to affirm anything at all. You can see the dogmatism of
constant questioning give its complicit wink of the eye everywhere
in the universities and among the literary intelligentsias. No
critique is too radical among postmodernist thinkers, as long as it
maintains this total absence of certitude. A century ago, scandal
was identified with any particularly unruly and raucous negation,
while today it’s found in any affirmation that fails to tremble.6
So my unashamed rap slash rally cry goes something like this.
Keep crying, go crazy ‘til the voice is yours.
Epilogue
I write this epilogue for at least two reasons. Firstly, because
coincidentally right now I am feeling less negative and anxious than
the above may lead you to believe, and I want to write about some
recent wonderful discoveries. Secondly because I want to work
with (one of those discoveries) Marco Cuevas-Hewitt’s idea of the
‘perpetual present’, which seeks to reject the necessity of negation
before creation.7 Although the three sections presented here are in
6 The Invisible Committee, The Coming Insurrection (p.60)
7 Cuevas-Hewitt, op. cit.

fact products of three ostensibly different time-space-mind-sets over
the month of August 2012, I choose to combine them in a way that
prioritises neither the most historical nor the most recent (as the
respective ideologies of historicism and informationalism are wont
to enforce) but which acknowledges the life in all three – that which
cannot be contained in chronologies. In this way, one works away
from upholding the oppressive imposed regime of time and life that
says it must naturally progress and move forward. For it does nothing
of the sort; it is neither teleological nor unidirectional. There is no
need to strap oneself to the ‘wheels of time’, nor to be simply borne
forth as the ‘child of your time’ you were planned to be. There are
other ways to treat bodies moving in space.
Perhaps it is more interesting to consider time as something that
lives with you rather than against you. There is no race against the
clock at all; races, all competitions, are ideological furphies. Time
does not ‘play out’ but simply plays; and we, being together with
time, are free to play along should we wish, take a break, make
new rules.
Cuevas-Hewitt writes:
The tyranny of linear time, according to Rosi Braidotti, is that it
‘functions like a black hole into which possible futures implode
and disappear’. To reject this conception of time … means to
move from the World Social Forum slogan of ‘Another World is
Possible’ to the more open idea that many worlds are possible …
let us also consider Jorge Luis Borges’ evocation of the ‘garden of
forking paths’; a garden in which ‘time forks perpetually toward
innumerable futures’. Change at any given point in time occurs
through the aleatory and contingent actualisation of any one of
these countless possible futures, not through any kind of rational
progression. To proceed in this garden is not to progress, since
the paths lead not so much forward, but outward … There is only
perpetual movement; a processual and protean creativity that
wells unceasingly out of the perpetual present.

‘Body-clocks’ have been attached to us from the outside; we don’t
need to keep up with someone else’s chase. There is no material
need for anything to continue along the pre-ordained march of
History, which happens to be the very same ‘logical’ progression
that (they will have you believe) capitalism necessitates: next, next,
next, and evermore quickly. ‘Moving forward’ (with Maggie), as the
slogan goes. The naturalisation of progress not only removes agency
from those not in the position to rule the game, it also increasingly
impoverishes or devalues any experience that is not in line with the
logic of profit, or that which must perennially augment. Ecology
being a case in point here, the crisis of which, having been co-opted
by its very creator in some Oedipal masterstroke, we must now forget
was not coincident to but consequent of capitalism.
But this is not the only way to move, as many writers remind us,
including David Smail:
… just as this ruthless world may be chosen – as it is chosen by
the current rulers of the globalised neo-liberal market – so may
it also be rejected … We are not bound to accept that the ‘real
world’ is one in which the ‘bottom line’ defines and determines
right or wrong. We do not have to acquiesce in the impoverished
vocabulary and banal ideological apparatus of institutional
Business culture.8
In a twist, not of fate but of my volition, the choice is not a simple
either/or as in the linear progression of denial or nihil. Instead,
there are many lines, most yet to be drawn. The more one takes the
‘forking paths’ and goes with their fear, not against it, the more time
becomes not a competitor but a soul mate, an aid. A reminder of life
and the forks and crosses that give it a voice.

8 David Smail, ‘Introduction’, Power, Interest and Psychology: Elements of a social
materialist understanding of distress, PCCS Books 2005 (p. v)

